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konohamaru would be promoted to s-rank, and along with boruto, became a member of konohagakure's reconstruction ninja regiment. he also became the leader of team kakashi. after returning from inoichi's
defeat, konohamaru made the decision to create a team of his own, recruiting villagers who were inspired by kawaki. these villagers would form team kakashi. konohamaru would be given the codename
konohamaru and would instruct these villagers in the finer aspects of the ninja art. the villagers' first mission was to assist the seventh hokage's forces in the forest of eternia to track the doman ninja gar, who
was believed to be the traitor behind the fake assassination of sultana nanamo. as konohamaru led them to the seventh level of the forest, he came across gar, who revealed that kawaki was merely a puppet in
an assassination attempt against the emperor. gar intended to kill kawaki while the seventh hokage was away, and kawaki and a few of his men were able to defend themselves. however, the shirō-nin
disguised themselves as citizens, and used their knowledge of the eorzean language to trick the villagers into believing that they were with the seventh hokage's army. the villagers became caught up in the
battle between the shinobi, and were attacked by the shirō-nin. gar and kawaki used this distraction to escape, but konohamaru and the villagers used a swarm of paper-like naruto kōgaichi to follow them and
capture them. seeing that they had been tricked, gar said that they had lost the mission, with kawaki and gar using the lesson of this mission to help him understand the world, in the form of a song about a girl
named kishimoto sai that was inspired by "kora kishimoto sai".
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